Name __________________________
Bark, half, young and smooth,
water,
old and rough,
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high,

sunlight, longer,

1. At the top of the tree bark is ______________________.
2. At the bottom of the tree bark is______________________.
3. _______________ protects the tree’s trunk and branches.
4. A tree can live __________________ than any other living thing.
5. When you see a tree you only see ________________ of the tree.
6. The tree’s roots spread out as far as the tree is ______________.
7. A tree needs_______________ and _______________ to grow.
Match word to meaning

1. sum

___

2. some ___
3. road ___
4. rode___
5. rowed___
6. waste___
7. waist ___
8. tick ___
9. tick ___

Write the word and
then

add

ing

a. sound of
clock
b. used oars

1. ______________

smile

c. small insect

2. ______________

vote

d. trash

3. ______________

care

e. street

4. ______________

trot

f. a little bit

5. ______________

nap

g. transported

6. ______________

pot

h. total

7. ______________

hike

i. middle of
body

8. ______________

make

9. ______________

want

Name __________________________
badgers,
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water,
under, energy,
bristlecone,
bark,
tree,

high up,
rabbits

1. The tree leaves use ___________________ from the sun to make food.
2. The tree’s roots spread out in search of _______________________.
3. The oldest tree on record is the _______________________tree.
4. A ________________________ is the home for many animals and birds.
5. Birds build _________________________nest in the trees.
6. Wasps may build a nest _________________________ tree branches.
7. Insects and bugs live on and under the_________________________.
8. Under the roots ______________ and ______________ dig their home.

Write the base word
1.

classes _______________

2. whispered ______________

1--when
2—where
3-- how

Write the
number!

3. grinning________________

1. _______ in the restaurant

4. loudly ________________

2. _______ in a loud voice

5. ninety ________________

3. ______ this morning

6. hungriest ______________

4. _______ shouted happily

7. careful _______________

5. _______ in a few minutes

8. splashing _______________

6. _______ talk softly

9. unexciting ______________

7. _______ in the garage

10. germination _____________

8. ______ next Tuesday
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animals,

types, broad-leaved,

season,

winter,

sunlight, buds

1. There are two main __________________________ of trees.
2. The __________________________ tree has large, flat leaves .
3. Many broad-leaved trees change their leaves as the ________________ change.
4. The broad-leave trees leaves drop off because there is less__________________.
5. In spring, fresh new leaves open from ____________________ on the branches.
6. Trees wake up from their _____________________ sleep as the days get longer.
7. In the summer the trees give shade, shelter, and food to ___________________.

Write the base word or if it is a
compound word, write a C.

Match word to meaning.

1. everywhere _________________
2. laughing

_________________

3. blackbirds _________________
4. prettiest _________________
5. hopped

_________________

6. downstream_________________
7. newspaper ________________
8. bristlecone _________________
9. unlocked _________________

1. rude

____egg center

2. waste

____sled dog

3. yolk

____impolite

4. chap

____dirt

5. clip

____ man or boy

6. husky

____ song bird

7. lark

____ cut

8. soil

____ nap

9. troll

_____trash

10. rest

_____dwarf

Name
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branches, forecast, evergreens, conifers, sugar, cones, needles

1.

Some trees like the _________________ do not lose their leaves.

2. Conifers are called _________________
3. Conifers have short sharp _________________ that shed snow.
4. The _________________ are extra bouncy, so they won’t break.
5. Conifers trees have hard, scaly ________________ to protect the seeds.
6. The cone of a _________________ pine is two feet long.
7. Pine cones can help _________________ the weather.

X

out the word that does not go

Compound words

with the other two words.

1. out ___________________
seed
1. sing

spell

hum

2. tree__________________
hog

2. box

trunk

lid

3. back _________________
doors

3. dust

trunk

mud

4. young

red

pink

5. butter

flour

bowl

6. table

oven

stove

7. wink

blink

thing

8. dirt

wet

soil

9. conifers

bush

evergreens

10.

truck

bank

van

4. egg __________________
yard
5. tumble_________________
shine
6. sun ___________________
fire
7. camp _________________
shell
8. humming________________
weed
9. apple __________________
bird
10. hedge _________________
top
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strangler tree tropical

source

Coconut

wood

secret

1. Lots of tasty fruits grow from the _____________ trees.
2. _____________ palms grow wild on many tropical beaches.
3. The _____________ fig tree grows in the roots of other trees.
4. Trees are the _____________ of wood and paper.
5. Chairs and tables can be made of _____________.
6. The biggest of _____________ of all is the book you are reading
comes from a _____________.
Number, then write in ABC order

__refund ________________

Dictionary Spelling - Match
____noo-trish-Ən

__asleep

________________

____grōō

1. always

__aloud

________________

____di- rek-shƏnz

2. directions

__ repeat ________________
__aside
__relay

________________
________________

____snug-Əl
____vil-ij
____ring-kƏld

3. enormous
4. grew
5. nutrition
6. smeared

__animal ________________

_____ sƏr-viv

__ aboard ________________

___ smird

__record ________________

___ i-nôr-mƏs

9. village

__against ________________

___ ôl - wā

10.

7. snuggle
8. survive

wrinkled

